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Figure 2: Data wrangling services

Figure 1: Organizational challenge

Organizational challenge

Data wrangling servicesrganizations, contractors and third parties 
generate vast amounts of files and data 
during the lifecycle of any given project or 

asset. Information generated includes data 
spanning conceptual design, seismic, geological, 
engineering, detail design, construction, as
built, operational, regulatory and 
decommissioning information. 

Many global organizations are taking a 
fit-for-purpose approach to maintaining 
information and data. In particular, identifying 
true source information may seem daunting when 
faced with hundreds of thousands of files 
maintained in disparate systems and locations.

Data wrangling services are ideally situated to 
assist with the most complex activities relating to 
deduplication and identification of true source 
files and data.  A mandatory element of 
deduplication is the ability to find “near” 
duplicates rather than just exact copies. Our data 
wrangling features have been developed based on 
our intimate understanding of the inherent 
complexities associated with the domain. 

Organizations require a deduplication solution 
that is tailored to their needs. It should 
encompass multi-levels of deduplication to 
eliminate redundant information and create a 
single source of the truth. Deduplication activities 
allow for the identification, verification and 
isolation of duplicate files, which can significantly 
reduce the amount of ROT (redundant and 
obsolete) information stored within areas,   
such as: 

Over the years, this information has been 
maintained within structured and unstructured 
environments and shared with key stakeholders 
and company interfaces. Additionally, some 
information may be acquired and migrated from 
other systems and companies. As a direct result, 
storage costs and man-hours that go into 
searching and retrieving true source data are 
impacted significantly.  Some of the challenges 
organizations face today include:

Rise in customer retention rate 

Multiple duplicates stored over 
disparate locations.

True source files are assigned 
with incorrect system attributes, 
and therefore become 
false duplicates.

End - users accessing and utilising 
incorrect revisions and not the true 
source, thus contributing to overall 
safety and risk. 

Users utilizing personal drives to 
maintain and share information 
without an audit trail. 
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Figure 3: Data wrangling services

Data wrangling approach

Data wrangling services can manage the 
deduplication of files and metadata by utilizing 
several deduplication techniques:

Deduplication of files goes hand in hand with 
ROT info identification. Vast amounts of ROT can 
be identified during deduplication activities and 
maintaining ROT information can incur 
substantial costs. Organizations need to decide 
where ROT information should reside within the 
company, and whether maintaining it within a 
structured system environment adds value  
or not. 

Organizations need to ensure that positive 
duplicates are quarantined with the source 
master returning to the organization’s target 
system. It is also important to compare any new 
file to all existing non-duplicate files in an 
optimized manner. This helps to ensure correct 
duplicate identification throughout.

The result

The end goal for any organization is to ensure that 
true source files and data are identified, 
maintained and easily accessible, while 
restricting unwarranted access and retaining the 
integrity of all information and related data. 

One true source of information needs to be 
maintained and easily accessible to maximize the 
organizational activities surrounding any given 
project, asset, or exploration, while reducing the 
cost of maintaining redundant and    
duplicate information. 

Where files are not assigned with document 
numbering, revision coding or system 
attribution, organizations may require further 
interrogation, such as:
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• Exact match 

• Near match techniques such as:

 • Utilizing fuzzy matching images to find only  
   near-match duplicates

 • Utilizing key metadata schemas (e.g.,   
   revision, creation date) to ensure near   
  duplication is not simply a revision
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